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A B S T R A C T

Background: Regulated cell death plays an essential role in various biological processes, leading to the devel-
opment of a number of methods to detect and quantitatively measure cells exhibiting decreased viability due to
either apoptosis or necrosis.
Methods and results: When cytotoxicity is induced by anti-cancer chemicals, human cell lines exhibit specific
features, including dampened cell proliferation and lost plasma membrane asymmetry, presenting distinct
sensitivity. In this study, we report a set of novel digital PCR (dPCR) assays to quantitatively measure the degree
of cell death. These dPCR assays are designed to quantify targets of increasing sizes within the RNase P (RP) gene
locus. The ratio between short and long target copy numbers implies the degree of DNA fragmentation, which we
name the RP fragmentation index.
Conclusions: Compared to other conventional quantitative methods, the RP fragmentation index using cellular
DNA represents a valid indicator in the measurement of the degree of cell death.
General significance: The demonstrated dPCR assays can precisely assess DNA fragmentation that quantitatively
reflects the degree of cytotoxicity.

1. Introduction

Assessment of regulated cell death is crucial as it plays essential
roles in various cellular-related areas including development, cancer
progression, and immune response [1,2]. While the process of regulated
cell death can be elicited either with or without external perturbations,
both result in similar macromolecular and biochemical changes [1].
Major characteristics of cells undergoing cell death include shrinkage of
their plasma membrane, formation of apoptotic bodies, DNA fragmen-
tation via nuclear disruptions, and activation of caspases and en-
donucleases [3]. These distinct features are targets in various techni-
ques for detecting and quantifying cell death, making them critical in
new cancer drug testing or measurements of cytotoxicity under en-
vironmentally perturbed conditions. As a result, there has been great
interest and wide efforts to develop sensitive and reliable methods for
detecting and quantifying levels of cell death.

DNA fragmentation is a specific marker for apoptosis [4]. Numerous
techniques for identifying and measuring DNA fragmentation have been
developed as a means of detecting cell death, including the DNA ladder
assay, comet assay, and terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase deox-
ynucleotide (dUTP) nick end labeling (TUNEL) assay. In the DNA ladder

assay, isolated cellular DNA from lysed cells are separated and visua-
lized on agarose gel [3]. DNA from apoptotic cells exhibits a “ladder”
pattern on a gel, presenting a characteristic internucleosomal cleavage.
The comet assay employs a similar approach in which DNA breaks are
visualized at the single-cell level; fragmented DNA separates from intact
genomic DNA in the nuclear core, which can be measured by image
analysis. On the other hand, the TUNEL assay takes advantage of
terminal deoxynucleotidyl transferase (TdT) endonuclease activity that
attaches a modified dUTP to DNA strand breaks. Such dUTP analogues
can appear either as a fluorescently labeled form or as bromodeox-
yuridine (BrdU). For each of the aforementioned methods to succeed
with sufficient sensitivity, multiple requirements must first be met [3].
Consequently, a set of independent principles with which to compare
the results obtained by such various methods has become a necessity.

Patterns of DNA fragmentation resulting from cell death can also be
identified in plasma cell-free DNA (cfDNA) [5,6], which has drawn
increasing interest in various fields including cancer diagnosis [7,8].
Although the detection of cancer-specific mutations is the primary aim
for circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) analyses, the levels of integrity and
fragmentation of circulating cfDNA has also been explored [9–13].
Estimations of ctDNA fragmentation levels have adopted quantitative
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polymerase chain reaction (qPCR) approaches [9,14], and recently,
digital PCR (dPCR) has become widely accepted for its robust and ac-
curate DNA quantification by directly measuring the copy number
concentration of target DNA without the aid of external calibration
[11,13,15,16]. Although dPCR still requires rigorous optimization and
validation for each assay [17], its accuracy and sensitivity is now ap-
preciated in such various areas as liquid biopsy and pathogen detection
[18,19]. In addition, results from in vitro systems have differed sig-
nificantly in the identified amount and size between cell lines and
conditions [20,21], warranting further studies in comparing and opti-
mizing methods of DNA analysis.

In this study, we report a set of novel dPCR assays for measuring
DNA fragmentation from cells exhibiting induced cytotoxic response.
First, we establish a cell culture system representing differential degrees
of cell death process following anti-cancer drug treatment. This induced
cytotoxicity is measured by time-course assays for total cell counts,
viability, and annexin V-positive cell percentage, with results then
compared with the levels of DNA fragmentation derived from dPCR
analysis using both cellular and cell-free DNA as templates. In parti-
cular, using the amplicons from RNase P (RP) gene locus [22–24], we
suggest here the RP DNA fragmentation index, which we define as the
ratio of shorter targets to a long target within an overlapping locus.
After verifying these assays using untruncated genomic DNA, we show
that both cellular and cell-free DNA from human cell lines are in-
creasingly fragmented after anti-cancer drug treatment over time. Ul-
timately, our study demonstrates a dPCR application for measuring
DNA fragmentation that quantitatively reflects the degree of cytotoxi-
city.

2. Results and discussion

2.1. Cell line-specific responses to the anti-cancer drug camptothecin

In order to obtain human cells undergoing cell death, we induced
cytotoxicity by treating four different human cancer cell lines with anti-
cancer drugs. First, the chemicals cycloheximide, dexamethasone, eto-
poside, and camptothecin (CPT) were tested at each recommended
concentration on two different colorectal adenocarcinoma cell lines,
SW480 and SW620 (Supplementary Fig. 1A). With these two cell lines,
10 μM CPT treatment for 24 or 48 h was found to be the most effective
in reducing cell viability and inhibiting cell proliferation
(Supplementary Fig. 1A). As our initial aim was to establish cell culture
conditions undergoing cell death with differential degrees, we ex-
panded our time points and number of cell lines using CPT at 10 μM for
the rest of this study.

In addition to SW480 and SW620, the monocytic leukemia cell line
THP-1 and mammary adenocarcinoma cell line MCF7 were also tested
with CPT. In each condition, cells were collected for cell counting and
viability analysis at three different time points (5, 24, and 48 h), and
temporal trends in the cell count fold changes normalized to the seeding
cell number were compared (Fig. 1A). In the untreated and dimethyl
sulfoxide- (DMSO-) treated controls, all four cell lines exhibited a
considerable increase in cell counts over time (Fig. 1A, grey and dotted
black lines). These results suggest robust cell proliferation in our con-
trol samples, albeit at varying rates reflecting each cell line's distinct
proliferative capacity. On the other hand, CPT-treated cells not only
failed to proliferate but their viability was noticeably compromised
over time (Fig. 1A and B, red lines). Among the four cell lines, THP-1
showed the highest sensitivity to CPT, followed by MCF7. SW480 and
SW620 were relatively insensitive to CPT treatment at 10 μM. This
differential sensitivity to CPT treatment was also reflected in flow cy-
tometry analyses using annexin V staining (Fig. 1C). THP-1 was highly
sensitive to CPT, with> 70% of cells being annexin V positive even
after just 5 h of treatment. On the other hand, SW480, SW620, and
MCF7 cells were resistive to CPT treatment, although more CPT-treated
SW480 and SW620 cells appeared positive following annexin V staining

compared to DMSO control samples, while MCF7 cells showed no re-
sponse.

2.2. Development and validation of digital PCR assays for measuring DNA
fragmentation

Next, we tested if properties of DNA isolated from cell pellets (cel-
lular DNA) can be used for measuring levels of cell death. Cellular DNA
is often subjected to the conventional DNA laddering assay, which vi-
sualizes DNA fragmentation patterns on an electrophoresis gel [3]. Over
multiple attempts, the DNA laddering assays were neither consistent
nor sensitive enough here to show the expected laddering pattern; only
hints of DNA laddering in our samples were occasionally observed in
the THP-1 cellular DNA after CPT treatment (Supplementary Fig. 1B).
In addition, the time-course cellular DNA concentration itself exhibited
no clear correlation with either cell count or viability (Supplementary
Fig. 1C). Our results suggest that the DNA laddering assay alone is in-
sufficient to readily assess DNA fragmentation during cytotoxic re-
sponse.

Alternatively, DNA fragmentation can be measured by qPCR [9,14]
or dPCR. As the latter can provide the copy number concentration of the
target DNA, we designed a set of dPCR assays to quantify targets of
differential sizes within an overlapping genomic region. We first hy-
pothesized that if the template DNA is fragmented, the copy number
concentration of smaller DNA targets will be higher than that of larger
ones in a given sample. In contrast, if the template DNA is not frag-
mented (i.e. high molecular weight genomic DNA), the copy number
concentrations from any sample will be constant regardless of the size
of amplicons, given that a comparable PCR efficiency was first verified.

To test this possibility, we first applied a set of dPCR assays initially
designed for multiple genomic regions but narrowed down to the RP
gene locus (Fig. 2A). Each set of assays, RP1 and RP2, are designed to
amplify regions of incrementally increasing sizes, ranging between 75
and 208 base pairs. After dPCR, we can calculate the ratio of the copy
number concentrations of smaller targets to the longest target. For
consistency, we named this ratio the RP fragmentation index. Theoreti-
cally, the RP fragmentation index equals 1 if the template DNA is not
fragmented (i.e. high molecular weight genomic DNA), while the index
becomes higher than 1 when the shorter amplicons are more abundant
than the longest one, thereby indicating template DNA fragmentation.
For example, in the first set, an RP1 fragmentation index is defined as a
smaller RP1 target concentration divided by RP1(195), which is the
longest DNA target in this set. Hence, the fragmentation index RP1(70)
indicates a copy number ratio of RP1(70) to RP1(195).

We validated this assay scheme using genomic DNA isolated from
MCF7 and THP-1 cells as templates. First, we confirmed that these RP
dPCR assays can provide reliable results by examining one-dimensional
plots (Fig. 2B). Positive and negative droplets are easily distinguishable
in each assay, although the signal amplitudes vary widely between
assays (Fig. 2B). The copy number concentrations for each target were
measured using the same amount of template DNA (Fig. 2B and C).
Using these copy number values, RP1 and RP2 fragmentation indices
were calculated for each amplicon. As expected, the indices were es-
sentially one in all cases for both cell lines when genomic DNA was used
as the template (Fig. 2D). Such data validate these assays by demon-
strating that the amplification efficiencies of each tested dPCR assay
were comparable, being independent of amplicon sizes when mostly
intact genomic DNA is used as the template. Therefore, we concluded
that our RP fragmentation indices derived from dPCR results can ef-
fectively measure the level of DNA fragmentation.

2.3. Application of the RP fragmentation index for measuring cytotoxic
response

We then asked if the RP fragmentation indices could distinguish
cells undergoing cell death process from normal cells. For dPCR
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templates, we used cellular DNA isolated from THP-1 cells treated with
CPT (1 or 10 μM) for 2, 5, and 24 h. Each sample of cellular DNA was
subjected to dPCR to measure the copy number concentrations of RP
amplicons of variable sizes from same amount of template DNA. For
DMSO control samples, the RP copy number concentrations did not
change as the amplicon length incrementally increased (Fig. 3A and B),
recalling the results from the genomic DNA samples (Fig. 2C). Ac-
cordingly, the RP fragmentation indices of DMSO-treated controls re-
mained between 0.9 and 1.05, approximately, in both RP1 and RP2
assays (Fig. 3C, black lines). We conclude that DMSO treatment does
not elicit DNA fragmentation, at least within the two targeted regions.

Sufficient exposure to CPT causes an increase in the RP fragmen-
tation index. After 2 and 5 h of CPT treatment (10 μM), the RP frag-
mentation index did not change significantly for RP1(70) and RP2(85)
compared to the DMSO control, reaching about 1.1 (Fig. 3C, grey lines).
After 24 h of CPT treatment (1 or 10 μM), a negative correlation be-
tween copy number concentration and amplicon length became evident
(Fig. 3A and B). This incremental reduction in copy number con-
centration for longer PCR amplicons reflects gradual DNA fragmenta-
tion patterns in the template DNA. This trend is again represented in
much-elevated RP fragmentation indices for shorter amplicons (Fig. 3C,
blue and red lines). Specifically, RP1(70) and RP2(85) indices were
significantly raised after 24 h of CPT exposure compared to the DMSO
control (Fig. 3C, blue and red asterisks). These combined data suggest
that the RP fragmentation indices can detect cellular DNA fragmenta-
tion after 24 h of CPT treatment (Fig. 2C, red and blue lines).

As the RP fragmentation indices were much higher for the four

shortest sets (RP1(70), RP1(99), RP2(85), and RP2(92)), these assays
were selected for further experiments. We isolated cellular DNA after
CPT treatment from four cell lines at three different time points (5, 24,
and 48 h). The selected four fragmentation indices were calculated
based on dPCR results (Fig. 3D). For cellular DNA isolated from SW480,
SW620, and MCF7, the four RP fragmentation indices did not change by
CPT treatment, maintaining a value between about 0.9 and 1.1
(Fig. 3D). These data indicate that cellular DNA from these cell lines
was not fragmented by CPT treatment, at least within the targeted re-
gions. On the other hand, THP-1 cellular DNA exhibited drastic changes
in these four RP fragmentation indices, reaching up to 2.3 at 48 h of
CPT treatment (Fig. 3D). It is noteworthy that the indices using the two
shortest amplicons (RP1(70) and RP2(85)) were higher than the other
two from relatively longer amplicons (RP1(99) and RP2(92)). This cell
line-specific sensitivity is similarly shown with other analyses, as in
Fig. 1 where the THP-1 cell line was the most sensitive to CPT. Based on
such results, our combined data suggest that the RP fragmentation in-
dices can effectively measure differential degrees of DNA fragmentation
during cytotoxic response.

2.4. Fragmentation in cell-free DNA upon CPT treatment

Extracellular DNA released by cells can be detected in in vitro cell
culture medium [21]. We hypothesized that cellular response to CPT
treatment may be predicted by identifying the nature of these cell-free
DNA (cfDNA). We first measured the amount of cfDNA released by
THP-1 and MCF7 cells, which showed a relatively high sensitivity to
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CPT in cell viability (Fig. 1). The cfDNA amount appeared to neither
positively nor negatively correlate with the viability or total cell
number of the culture (Figs. 1 and 4A). Although this may be partially
due to an incomplete and variable DNA extraction efficiency, our data
suggest that the cfDNA amount itself is not a dependable indicator of
cell death.

In vivo studies have found that circulating cfDNA is produced by
apoptosis with size profiles reflecting nucleosomal units of approxi-
mately 165 bp [25]; we then asked if cfDNA isolated in in vitro culture
also carries similar properties. To answer this, we measured the

fragmentation index of RP2(85) with only the limited amount of cfDNA
available for multiple dPCR assays. Unlike cellular DNA following
DMSO treatment, we found that both THP-1 and MCF7 cfDNA isolated
from control culture media (DMSO or untreated) were highly frag-
mented, showing RP fragmentation indices of over four (Fig. 4B). These
data suggest truncated cfDNA is released spontaneously even without
CPT treatment.

Time-course analyses of CPT-induced cfDNA fragmentation in THP-
1 and MCF7 cells exhibited distinct patterns. The cfDNA originating
from THP-1 did not show any significant changes in RP fragmentation
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index after CPT treatment, maintaining a value similar to untreated and
DMSO controls (Fig. 4B). On the other hand, the RP fragmentation
index of MCF7 cfDNA steadily increased over time (Fig. 4B); at 48 h of
CPT treatment, the average RP2(85) fragmentation index was about 25,
indicating a high level of DNA fragmentation. It is noteworthy that
these index values of MCF7 cfDNA after 24 and 48 h of CPT treatment
are probably underestimated, because more than one dataset failed to

detect the long target (RP2(208) amplicon), impeding calculation of the
ratio (giving a zero denominator). Otherwise, the copy number of the
short target (RP2(85)) was abundant (data not shown). These data in-
dicate a high level of DNA fragmentation within the targeted region in
cfDNA secreted from MCF7 but not from THP-1. The discrepancy in RP
fragmentation indices between cellular DNA and cfDNA from MCF7 and
THP-1 may possibly stem from distinct nucleosomal positioning
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reflected in a specific truncation pattern of cfDNA.
The RP fragmentation indices from cellular DNA and cfDNA ex-

hibited a negative correlation with cell viability in some cases. To
evaluate if our RP fragmentation index can potentially assess cell via-
bility, we generated scatter plots (Fig. 4D and D) to show the trend of
the fraction of viable cells (Fig. 1B) relative to their RP fragmentation
indices (Fig. 3D). Especially for cellular DNA, combined results from the
four cell lines exhibited a general negative correlation (Fig. 4C). On the
other hand, RP fragmentation indices from cfDNA showed clear cell-
line specificity, where the RP fragmentation index from only MCF7-
originated cfDNA, but not THP-1, was negatively correlated with cell
viability.

3. Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrated the validity of specific dPCR assays
for the quantitative assessment of DNA fragmentation due to cytotoxic
response. Results from dPCR assays are converted to a copy number
ratio of a short amplicon over that of the longest amplicon, producing
RP fragmentation indices. Analogous approaches have been applied to
plasma DNA and DNA extracted from fixed tissue [11,13]. This current
study demonstrates that cytotoxic response induces DNA fragmenta-
tion, the degree of which is differentially reflected in the RP fragmen-
tation indices. The sensitivity of the RP fragmentation indices in de-
tecting the degree of cell death process is at least comparable to
conventional cytometric assays, although this needs to be

systematically explored in the future. Our dPCR assays also exhibited
the capability to detect differential DNA fragmentation statuses of
cfDNA, which were distinctively cell-type specific compared to the re-
sults from cellular DNA. We note that the choice of DNA extraction
method can generally affect the size distribution of DNA, possibly
limiting the utility of this assay. Nonetheless, our medium-originated
cfDNA analyses using dPCR assays present the potential to measure
DNA fragmentation as a cytotoxic response without harvesting cultured
cells, a feature unachievable with any existing cytometric assay. We
envision that the assay developed here could provide for precise and
sensitive time-course measurement of DNA fragmentation induced by
cytotoxic response. The addition of other reference genes to this dPCR
assay by multiplexing would highly benefit its general utility and pos-
sibly overcome the observed cell-type specificity of this method.

4. Materials and methods

4.1. Cell lines and culture

SW480, SW620, and THP-1 cells (ATCC) were grown in RPMI-1640
media containing 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/streptomycin. MCF7 cells
(ATCC) were grown in DMEM media containing 10% FBS and 1% pe-
nicillin/streptomycin. The cells were incubated at 37 °C in a humidified
chamber at 5% CO2. All culture supplies were obtained from Thermo
Fisher Scientific unless otherwise indicated.
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4.2. Induction of cell death

SW480, SW620, THP-1, and MCF7 cells were seeded in 6-well plates
(2× 106 cells per well) or 100mm dishes (8×106 cells per dish). The
cells were grown for 16 h and then the culture media was changed to
media containing either DMSO or cell death-inducing chemicals, such
as cycloheximide (100 μM), dexamethason (10 μM), etoposide (10 μM),
and camptothecin (10 μM) (Millipore). After exposure to each chemical,
cells were harvested at different time points (5, 12, 24, and 48 h) and
the cell count was obtained by an automated cell counter (Countess).
The cell count and viability were measured twice and then average
values were assigned.

4.3. Annexin V by flow cytometry

Cells were harvested and diluted to match the concentration of
106 cells/mL. Cell pellets were washed twice in 1× PBS and re-sus-
pended in 1mL binding buffer (BioLegend). For staining, 5 μL of
Annexin V-FITC (Invitrogen) was added to 100 μL of cell suspension,
which was then incubated in the dark for 15min and then re-suspended
in 400 μL of binding buffer. The cells were analyzed using a FACSVerse
(BD Biosciences). Data was exported in FCS file format and analyzed
using FlowJo (version X10, FlowJo LLC). Experiments were in-
dependently repeated at least in triplicate. Error bars in the graphical
data represent standard deviations.

4.4. DNA Extraction and quantification

Cellular DNA was extracted from cells cultured in a 6-well plate
after chemical exposure using the Apoptotic DNA Ladder kit (Roche)
according to the manufacturer's instruction. The final elution volume
was 100 μL. Cell-free DNA was extracted from cells cultured in a
100mm dish. After chemical treatment, 10mL of the culture medium
was collected in a 15mL conical tube and then centrifuged at 100×g
for 10min. The supernatant was transferred to a new 15mL conical
tube. Two additional centrifugations were subsequently carried out:
1000×g for 10min, and 10,000×g for 30min. From the resulting
9mL of media, cfDNA was extracted using a QIAamp Circulating
Nucleic Acid kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer's instruction.
The cfDNA was eluted with 10 μL AVE buffer. In order to obtain high
molecular weight DNA, genomic DNA was extracted from MCF7 and
THP-1 cells. For this, 1× 106 cells were seeded in a 6-well plate and
incubated for 16 h. The harvested cells were washed twice with 1×
PBS. DNA was extracted according to guidelines using a Blood & Cell
Culture DNA Midi Kit (QIAGEN). The amount of DNA was quantified
with Nanodrop (Thermo Fisher Scientific).

4.5. Digital PCR assays

Each RP1 and RP2 assay shares forward primers and positions the
reverse primers differently. The sequence of primers for RP1 forward
was 5′- GGGAGTGTTGGAACAATACTATCTA-3′. The sequences of the
reverse primers were as follows: RP1(70): 5′- ACTCCGCTGTGTATGTC
CTC-3′; RP1(99): 5’-TTGGGCCATGCTATCCTC-3′; RP1(119): 5′- CTTT
CGCTTCCCTTCGAT -3′; RP1(140): 5’-ACAGGTTCTCGTCTCTCA
AGG-3′; RP1(177): 5’-CGGAATACAGAACCCATGAC-3′; and RP1(195):
5′- CCAACACTTTACAGTCTACGGAAT-3′. The RP1 hybridization probe
was 5’ HEX-AGAGGACATACACAGCGGAGTG-BHQ1 3′. The sequence of
primers for RP2 forward was 5’-GATGGGTCTCGGTCAGGT-3′. The se-
quences of the reverse primers were as follows: RP2(85): 5′- GCGCTA
GGAATCAGACCA-3′; RP2(92) 5’-GAGTTTCCCGCGCTAGG-3′;
RP2(145): 5′- TCCCTCATTGCAGGAAAGTA-3′; RP2(162): 5’-CCTCGTT
AGGCCTCAGTTC-3′; and RP2(208): 5’-GGCTTCTGTCACCTATCAGC-3′.
The RP2 hybridization probe was 5’ HEX-CAGAGTCTCTGGGATGTC
CCT-BHQ1 3′.

The PCR reaction mixture consisted of a template DNA, 0.2 μmol/L

of the forward and reverse primers, and 10 μL of 2× ddPCR Supermix
for Probes (Bio-Rad) for a total reaction volume of 20 μL. After droplet
generation using a QX200 generator, PCR was performed in a 96-well
plate using an ABI StepOnePlus thermal cycler. Thermal cycling con-
ditions were as follows: 95 °C for 5min, 40 cycles (ramp rate reduced to
30% of the maximum, approximately 2.5 °C/s) of denaturation at 95 °C
for 30 s, annealing and extension at 58 °C for 1min, and droplet sta-
bilization at 98 °C for 10min. A no-template control (NTC) was in-
cluded in every assay to separate the positive and negative droplets. For
each set of reactions, an equal amount of template DNA was first added
to the master mix solution, which was divided equally to each pre-
paration, ensuring that target DNA copy number measurements be-
tween samples were drawn from the same amount of template DNA.
dPCR data were analyzed with QuantaSoft 1.7.4 using mostly default
settings, except for the thresholds which were set manually based on
the NTC controls. For statistical analyses, one-tailed t-tests assuming
unequal variances were conducted.
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